PLAN FOR THE FUTURE

1. WE MADE A BIG MISTAKE IN ALLOWING ELECTRICITY TO NOT BE CONSIDERED A MONOPOLY, WHICH IT IS. WE NEED TO PUT THE GENIE BACK IN THE BOTTLE. IT WAS MUCH BETTER REGULATED IN THAT FASHION. BUSH’S PLAN HAS CAUSED PROBLEMS LIKE ENRON. THE STATE ALSO WITH ITS CONTINUAL ALLOWANCE OF COMPANIES TO GO PRIVATE IS ALL WRONG. IN SOME CASES, YOU NEED STRONG PUBLIC REGULATION FOR THE GOOD OF THE PEOPLE. MAKE THIS INDUSTRY A WHOLE AGAIN, WITHOUT ALL OF THE DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION, PROVIDER ROLES THAT HAVE DRIVEN UP PRICES ONE THOUSAND PERCENT.

2. HAVE DIVERSE ENERGY SOURCES. DEVELOP SOLAR. DEMAND AND REQUIRE THAT ALL NEW BUILDINGS OF ANY KIND, COMMERCIAL, RESIDENTIAL, WAREHOUSE, OF ANY TYPE BE BUILT GREEN AND WITH SOLAR POWER OR WIND POWER TO SUPPLY THE ENERGY AND TO HEAT THEM OR WIND POWER. NO NEW BUILDINGS WITH THE OLD STYLE ENERGY. THAT WILL TAKE THE HEAT OFF ELECTRICITY AND OIL AND GAS COMPANIES.

3. DEVELOP WIND POWER WHERE POSSIBLE.

4. DEVELOP HYDROGEN POWER WHERE POSSIBLE.

5. MAKE SURE ALL NUCLEAR PLANTS ARE RESPONSIBLE CITIZENS AND NOT THE LIARS THEY SEEM TO BE. THEY KILL ALL KINDS OF FISH IN THE OCEAN, A REAL NEGATIVE. THEY ARE VERY OLD AND PROBABLY SUBJECT TO ANOTHER THREE MILE ISLAND. THEY ARE NOT SECURE.

6. MAKE THE BPU OPERATE LEANER SO THAT THE HUGE BILLS THAT THIS AGENCY IS CAUSING TAXPAYERS ARE REDUCED. THE BPU IS NO ADVOCATE FOR CONSUMERS. THIS AGENCY IS IN THE POCKET OF ENERGY PROFITEERS. WE NEED TO CHANGE THAT IMMEDIATELY.

B. SACHAU
FLORHAM PARK NJ07932

Also submitted:

The public seems to be left out of planning on this issue. I note that the insiders in state govt are having meetings. When was it established that our laws were to be made by state employees, instead of involving the public citizens of the state who pay the taxes? I find that a distinct problem with the planning that is going on. YOU HAVE NOT INVOLVED THE PUBLIC TO ANY EXTENT. OVER 99% OF THE NEW JERSEY PUBLIC DOES NOT EVEN KNOW THIS IS GOING ON, SO WHAT YOU WILL GET FROM THE PLANNING WILL BE WHAT STATE EMPLOYEES WITH THEIR BIG PENSIONS AND BENEFITS WANT FROM THIS PLAN, NOT WHAT THE AVERAGE GUY ON THE STREET WANTS. THIS IS BAD GOVERNMENT. VERY VERY BAD GOVERNMENT.

WE WANT MISCELLANEOUS AND VARIED SOURCES OF ENERGY. WE WANT DEVELOPMENT OF MANY DIFFERENT KINDS OF ENERGY SOURCES, NOT RELIANCE ON OIL OR GAS.

WE WANT ALL NEW BUILDINGS STARTING TOMORROW TO HAVE GREEN BUILDING PRACTICES. WE WANT TO ENCOURAGE THE BUILDING OF SMALLER HOMES. WE WANT GREEN ROOFS. WE WANT TREES LEFT ON SITE. WE WANT NATIVE TREES THAT WILL FLOURISH NOT INVASIVE TREES THAT DO NOT BELONG IN NJ. WE WANT COMMERCIAL DEVELOPERS PUT THROUGH THE WRINGER BEFORE THEY ARE ALLOWED
TO PUT UP THE ENERGY HOGS THAT THEY HAVE BEEN CONSTRUCTING. THEIR CORPORATE LAWNS ARE A DISASTER, TAKING MUCH WATER AND INVITING BIRDS AND THEN WHEN THE BIRDS COME, KILLING THEM. WE NEED TO LIVE MORE NATURALLY.

WE WANT HIGH TAXES PUT ON BIG MANSION HOMES. WE WANT COMMERCIAL DEVELOPERS TO PAY FOR THE NEW ROADS THEY CAUSE AND FOR THE BRIDGES OVER HIGHWAYS WHEN THEY CAUSE GRIDLOCK. DEVELOPERS HAVE BEEN GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER IN NJ. THEY GET VERY RICH VERY FAST BECAUSE ALL OF THE COSTS THEY BRING TO AN AREA FALL ON THE TAXPAYERS, AND THESE RICH REAL ESTATE DEVELOPERS WALK AWAY WITH BILLIONS. THAT NEEDS TO CHANGE. THEIR USE OF PROPERTY COSTS EVERYBODY AND NATURE AS WELL. WE WANT THOSE ALLEGED "FARMS" OF FIVE ACRES TO PAY THE TAXES THAT THEY SHOULD BE PAYING AS ESTATES AND HOUSEHOLDS NOT PRETENDING TO BE A FARM BY ALLEGEDLY SELLING $500 OF WOOD TO A FRIEND. WE WANT THEM TO BE PRODUCING FARMS.

B. SACHAU
FLORHAM PARK NJ 07932